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Abstract. Tags have been used in different social medias, such as Deli-
cious, Flickr, LinkedIn and Weibo. In previous work, considerable efforts
have been made to make use of tags without identification of their dif-
ferent types. In this study, we argue that tags in user profile indicate
three different types of information, say the basics (age, status, local-
ity, etc), interests and specialty of a person. Based on this novel user
tag taxonomy, we propose a tag classification approach in Weibo to con-
duct a clearer image of user profiles, which makes use of three categories
of features: general statistics feature (including user links with follow-
ers and followings), content feature and syntax feature. Furthermore,
different from many previous studies on tag which concentrate on user
specialties, such as expert finding, we find that valuable information can
be discovered with the basics and interests user tags. We show some
interesting findings in two scenarios, including user profiling with people
coming from different generations and area profiling with mass appeal,
with large scale tag clustering and mining in over 6 million identical tags
with 13 million users in Weibo data.
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1 Introduction

Recent years, social tagging has become popular with the launch of sites like Deli-
cious, Flickr, LinkedIn and Weibo. Since then, lots of social systems that support
tagging of a variety of resources have been built. Tagging is a process in which a user
assigns tags to an object.OnDelicious, user can tagURL.OnFlickr, user can assign
tags to a photo. On LinkedIn and Weibo, user can add tags to themselves, named
user tags. Take Weibo as an example, each user can add no more than ten tags to
himself. The length of each tag is limited in 7 Chinese characters or 14 English let-
ters, while the content of tag can be anything you want to describe yourself.

Due to the widely usage of tags, different techniques are employed to study
various aspects of tagging [1]. The information behind tags is valuable in many
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research areas. For example, Giannakidou et al. investigate to co-cluster tags
with social data sources [2] and user interests discovering with tags [6]. Many
researchers concentrate on using the information behind tags in Flickr to improve
the performance of image retrieval [3–5]. Pennacchiotti et al. [7] propose a
machine learning approach for twitter user classification based on hashtags.
Many social tag prediction or recommendation work are conducted[8–10].

Tag studies based on Weibo come in many ways. Ghosh et al. [11] and Liang
et al. [12] try to make use of user tags in Weibo to conduct expert finding stud-
ies. An automatic tag recommendation algorithm for Weibo is proposed in Wang
et al.’swork [13].To the best of our knowledge, in previouswork, studiesmakeuse of
different user tags indiscriminately. In fact, we find that user tags reflect user char-
acteristics in three dimensions: 1) Tags show the attributes and status of a user,
which are always ignored. 2) Tags indicate the topics that users are interested in.
3) Tags reveal the users’s specialities. Therefore, we propose that user tags indicate
three different kinds of information: the basics, interests and specialty. Moreover,
we proposed a novel feature extraction method with the help of search engine. The
analysis and classification will be introduced in Section 2.

As mentioned above, a lot of work in tag analysis concentrates on user spe-
cialties such as expert finding or user interests discovering, respectively. Several
research efforts have been made for extracting profile information of a person
[14,15]. Tang et al. [16] take user tags into account in user profiling. With the
help of tag taxonomy, we find that valuable information can be discovered to pro-
file user groups by considering both user basics and interests. We conduct user
group profiling with different generations and area profiling with mass appeal
by creating lists of keywords in Section 3 & 4.

Our main contributions are the following:

– Contrary to make use of different tags indiscriminately, we find that user tags
indicate three different types of information, the basics, interests and specialty.

– We propose several novel tag feature extraction methods, which take features
from tag links, user content and search engine for user tag classification.

– We find that valuable information can be explored in user tags with the help
of tag taxonomy , such as user profiling with different generations and area
profiling with mass appeal.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we intro-
duce work about user tag analysis and classification procedure. In Section 3, we
present the result of user profiling with different generations. While in Section 4,
we present our attempts in area profiling based on mass appeal and the method
of characteristic tags extraction. We draw final conclusions and the outline of
future work in Section 5.

2 User Tag Classification in Weibo

2.1 User Tag Taxonomy

In previous tag studies, researchers adopt identical data processing methods to
different tags. In fact, tags may carry different types of information. For example,
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Gloria Tang Tsz-kei, a famous Hong Kong singer, has a user tag list in Weibo
which contains: “After 90’s”, “Musician”, “Lively”, “Singer”, “Leo”, “Like to
amuse”. We can see that “After 90’s”, “Leo” and “Lively” is the basics of hers,
while user tag “Like to amuse” is her interests, “Singer” and “Musician” indicate
her specialty. Based on analysis on large scale of user tag data, we propose user
tag taxonomy as follows:

– The basics: Tags which indicate a user’s age, state, locality, constellation,
blood type and other user basics, like “After 90’s”, “Libra”, etc.

– Intersests: Tags that show a user’s interests. For instance: “singing”,
“sports”, “traveling”, etc.

– Specialty : Tags which reveal a user’s specialty, like “doctor”, “teacher”, etc.

2.2 Feature Extraction for Classification

We attempt to use an automatic method to conduct tag classification. The first
step is user tag’s feature extraction. We design some features for tags:

Statistical Features. We designed five features based on statistic as follows:

1. Popularity: the usage percentage of tag t in all users in the dataset.

Popularity(t) =
|{u|t ∈ tag(u)}|

|u|
2. Absolute position: the average of tag t’s rank position in user’s tag list.

Absolute-Position(t) =

∑
u∈{v|t∈tag(v)} rank(t, u)

|{v|t ∈ tag(v)}|
(rank(t, u) means tag t’s rank position in user’s tag list u. )

3. Relative position: the average relative occurrence position of tag t in user’s
tag list.

Relative-Position(t) =

∑
u∈{v|t∈tag(v)}

rank(t,u)
|tag(u)|

|{v|t ∈ tag(v)}|
4. Co-occurrence percentage in followers: the usage percentage of this tag

in the followers of the user who has this tag.

Followers-Co(t) =

∑
u∈{v|t∈tag(v)}

|{w|u->w,t∈tag(w)}|
|{w|u->w}|

|{v|t ∈ tag(v)}|
(u->w means u follows w.)

5. Co-occurrence percentage in followings: the usage percentage of this
tag in the following of the user who already has this tag.

Following-Co(t) =

∑
u∈{v|t∈tag(v)}

|{w|w->u,t∈tag(w)}|
|{w|w->u}|

|{v|t ∈ tag(v)}|
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Feature 1 is based on the popularity of user tags, feature 2 & 3 are related
to the user tag’s position in tag list. We suppose that different types of tags
have different popularity in Weibo, and the position in tag list could be a useful
feature for the reason that users may tend to tag similar tags together. Different
from feature 1, 2, 3, feature 4 & 5 are features extracted from user links(with
follower and following relationship).

Content Features. Content features are extracted based on tag vector repre-
sentation. The Word2vec algorithm provides an implementation of the continu-
ous bag-of-words and skip-gram architectures for computing vector representa-
tions of words. It takes a text corpus as input and word vectors as output. We
use an open-source package of Word2vec1. The user tag dataset is regarded as
the input to Word2vec, which is formated as follows:

ti,1 ti,2 ... ti,ni
(ui’s tag list.)

...
tj,1 tj,2 ... tj,nj

(uj ’s tag list.)

As a result, each tag get a 200-dimension floating-point vectorized represen-
tation in the output of Word2vec.

Search Engine Based Syntax Features. We can extract syntax features by
considering the co-occurrence frequency of the tags within certain sentences. We
try to find the frequency with the help of a search engine. More specifically,
we construct some sentences pattern using the user tags, put the sentences into
Baidu2 one by one in Chinese, and record the count of items and exact matching
items returned by search engine. We propose 3 types of patterns including 9
instances, and the feature dimension we extracted from syntax is 18.

1 https://code.google.com/p/word2vec/
2 https://www.baidu.com, a popular search engine in China.
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2.3 Dataset

The dataset we used in our work is a public Weibo dataset, provided by China
Pameng3. The dataset is collected in Weibo from October 2012 to May 2013,
which contains user’s tag lists and user’s follower & following relationships.

The number of user accounts in the dataset is 13,170,561. The sum of unique
tags is 6,157,143. Each user has 123 followings and 6.21 tags on average.

It is necessary to preprocess the dataset due to the impact of noise brought by
zombie users [17]. In this work, we filter out users whose followings or followers
are fewer than 10. After filtering, we get 10,659,899 users with 6,156,993 unique
tags.

2.4 Experiments and Results

In proposed taxonomy, a tag could belong to more than one types, for example:
“Photography” and “music” can be classified into both intersests and specialty.
At this time, the following labeling criteria can be adopted:

– If a user tag could be the basics & interests, or the basics & specialty, we
tend to label it as interests or specialty but not the basics for the reason that
we suppose interests and specialty tags convey more information.

– When it is really hard to judge whether the tag belongs to interests or
specialty, we tent to classify it into a new type interests & specialty.

– If a user tag is meaningless, such as user tag “sser”, “just”, we take it as
noise.

We choose the top 100 frequent tags and randomly select 1,086 tags from the
whole tag set. We label these 1,186 tags according to the criteria manually. The
distribution of tags is shown in Figure 1.

As we can see from Figure 1, more than 40% of user tags are classified into
interests, which indicates that interests is a key component of user tags. The
noise of user tags is about 20%, suggesting that a certain quantity of user tags
is difficult to be understood.

Fig. 1. Tag labeling result

3 An organization which collects Weibo data. The official website is http://cnpameng.
com.
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As can be seen from the distribution of user tags, the number of user tags in
different types varies widely. Thus, before conducting classification experiment,
we carry out over sampling to make the count of tags in different types balanced.
Specially, in our experiments, tags in interests & specialty are regard as both
interests and specialty tag in classification experiments.

After feature normalization, we leveraged different classification algorithms,
such as SVM, Multilayer Perceptron, Naive Bayes and Decision Tree. The per-
formance in Decision Tree is the best. Hence we choose Decision Tree as the
classification algorithm. We use the statistic, content and syntax features sepa-
rately for classification experiments. In 10-fold cross validation, the classification
results are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification Results in Using Different Features

Feature
Basics Interests Specialty

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Statistics 81.6% 81.6% 81.6% 65.9% 65.4% 65.2% 83.7% 83.0% 82.9%

Content 87.4% 87.1% 87.1% 77.8% 77.2% 77.1% 89.8% 89.3% 89.3%

Syntax 83.2% 82.9% 82.8% 74.7% 74.6% 74.6% 86.7% 86.6% 86.6%

Statistics & Content 88.4% 88.1% 88.0% 79.9% 79.3% 79.2% 89.3% 88.7% 88.6%

Statistics & Syntax 85.9% 85.4% 85.3% 77.2% 77.0% 76.9% 89.7% 89.5% 89.4%

Content & Syntax 87.7% 87.3% 87.3% 78.1% 77.7% 77.6% 89.3% 88.8% 88.8%

All 87.9% 87.4% 87.3% 81.4% 80.8% 80.7% 90.1% 89.7% 89.6%

Table 1 indicates that the performance in specialty type classification is better
than others and the performance in interests tags classification is the worst,
which may be caused by the variety of interests tags. The performance of using
content features individually is pretty good, which shows that Word2vec is really
effective. Furthermore, comparing the classification results in using statistics &
syntax features with content features, we find that the precision, recall and F1-
Measure values are nearly the same, showing that the statistics & syntax features
are effective.

Moreover, we find that the syntax features are not always helpful. In iden-
tifying interests and specialty tag tasks, the performance will be better when
syntax features are applied, but worse in the basics identification task. It can
be attributed to that tags in the basics are easier to be identified, the result is
good enough without syntax features, while as interests or specialty tags, they
are more difficult to be classified correctly with only statistic & content feature
for their variety.

3 User Profiling with Different Generations

Researchers concentrate on expert finding and recommendation in some special
domains by utilizing user tags in previous studies. However, we find that after user
tag classification, extra valuable information can be discovered. In fact, we can
divide users into different user groups according to their basics tags, for exam-
ple, age, constellation, location, etc. In this section, we focus on user profiling
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with different generations based on user age. The result indicates that with the
help of tag taxonomy, some extra information can be found in interests tags.

3.1 User Generation Distribution

In this section, our work focus on user group’s interest distribution modeling
and user group profiling. First, users are divided into different generation groups
according to their tag lists. We set three generation groups: “After 70s”, “After
80s” or “After 90s” (People who were born between 1970 and 1979 belong to
“After 70s”, and others are defined in a similar way.). For the reason that the
number of “After 60s” and “After 00s” users is smaller than 1,000 based on user
tags, we don’t take them into consideration. If user’s tags don’t reveal his/her
age, we will ignore this user.

The dataset has been introduced in Section 2.3, and the distributions of
users in different generations are as follows: There are 19,821 users in user group
“After 70’s”, 1,703,438 users in user group “After 80’s”, and 1,681,892 users in
user group “After 90’s”. We find that many users don’t have age tags, which can
be our future work.

3.2 Interests Tag Clustering for User Profiling

Over 1.3 million different user tags are tagged in these users. The frequency of
user tags follows a power law distribution. Considering that the quantity of user
tags is extremely large, we filter out the tags whose frequency is less than 500.
After filtering, the number of user tags has reduced to 1,733, while the frequency
of these tags accounted for more than 80% of all tag’s frequency.

It’s hard to identify user’s interests distribution in a large scale, so we try
to cluster the tags into several tag sets. The method we chose to conduct a
tag clustering experiment is K-means. We assigned the k value with 15 and
put all the 1,733 user tags into tag clustering experiment. Figure 2 shows the
percentages of users in each tag set. Users may have more than one tag, so the
sum of percentages in each set is not 100%. We can find that the distributions
of After 80’s and After 90’s are very similar. It’s hard to get useful information
from this clustering result.

Thus, before clustering the user tags, we try to filter out tags that do not
belong to interests type. We conduct an automatic classification which is intro-
duced in Section 2.4 and get 907 user tags that belong to interests type.

Clustering experiment is conducted on the 907 user tags. The result is that
each tag set can be assigned with a keyword as its feature at this time, which
has better performance than using all user tags. For example, design, comic, art,
etc. But it’s unsatisfactory in that one of the sets contains too many user tags,
so we labeled this tag set and divided it into 5 tag sets manually. Moreover,
famous stars from different countries are clustered into 3 sets, we combined the
three sets into a big set. At last, the user tags are clustered into 17 sets. The
keywords of each set are shown in Table 2. The keyword “Others” means that
this set is mixed by a variety of interests tags without a keyword.
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Table 2. Interests Clustering Results

Set Key Word Set Key Word Set Key Word Set Key Word Set Key Word Set Key Word

0 Design 1 Art 2 Music 3 Stars 4
Social
Science

5 Technology

6 Reading 7 Others 8 Housing 9 Geek 10 Comic 11 Fashion

12 Travel 13 e-commerce 14 Finance 15 Food 16 Sports

3.3 Result and Analysis

We calculate the tag amount of each clustering set in user groups of different
generations. The statistical results show the differences of interests in different
generations, which are drawn in Figure 3. We find that the five types, Design,
Music, Art, Stars and Technology, contain much more users than other groups.
It indicates that these are social common interests. To see the results of other
interest sets more clearly, we removed 6 tag sets and draw Figure 4.

In Figure 4, it is apparent that the popularity of different Interests varies
in each group. Users in the group of “After 70’s” are keen on Reading and
Housing, which is reasonable as people in this age are more concerned about
living a better life and personal finance. Young people, aged in 15-35, show more
interest in finance than “After 70’s”. Moreover, we find that “After 70’s” even
show more interests in sports than “After 80’s” and “After 90’s”. It indicates
that young people’s enthusiasm in sports is relatively low, which is an ominous
sign.

We can find many other interesting information from the results. In fact,
this work implies that valuable information can be mined in user tags after tag
taxonomy. Moreover, these analyses will be helpful in tracing the transformation
and evolution of social common interests.

4 Area Profiling with Mass Appeal

In Section 3, we introduced the findings in user profiling with different gener-
ations based on user tag taxonomy. In this section, we focus on area profiling
with mass appeal, which is based on user groups from different provinces/cities.

Fig. 2. User Interests Distribution without tag filtering
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Fig. 3. User Interests Distribution

Fig. 4. User Interests Distribution in Eleven Sets

Users’ area tags indicate the location of the users in usual cases. Thus we can
infer the location information of users from their tag lists. According to this,
users can be classified into different province/city user groups. Each group has
a tag list which is unioned by the tags owned by the users who belong to the
group. Then, we can perform area profiling experiments to find the characteristic
tags in each user group to describe the province/city. Through comparing the
differences in filtering out and not filtering out the basics user tag, we find that
user tag taxonomy is helpful in characteristic tag finding. Moreover, the result is
evaluated by a labeling task on Zhongbao, a Chinese crowdsourcing platform4.

4.1 Area Characteristic Tags Extraction

For the reason that most of Weibo users are Chinese, many user tags about
location are provinces or cities in China. Considering that if we choose the city
tag appearing in a user’s tag list to classify users into different groups directly,
the number of user groups will be large and the amount of user in each city
will be small. So we merged the user groups according to the affiliations of the
areas. For example, Guangzhou is a city of Guangdong province in China, if a
user tagged himself/herself with “Guangzhou”, we put him/her into the user
group of Guangdong province. Furthermore, people who have no location tags
are filtered out in this experiment. For the reason that there are 34 provinces,
autonomous regions, municipalities and special administrative regions in China,
4 http://www.chinacrowds.com
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we construct 34 user groups. The dataset has been introduced in Section 2.3. As
a result, we get more than 360,000 users from the 34 provinces/cities.

Inspired by relative entropy, we propose a feature extraction method names
tag entropy. Basic symbol notations are defined in Table 3. The tag list of each
area is the combination of user’s tag list in the group.

Table 3. Basic Symbols Notation

Symbol Definition

A The set of the 34 areas {a1, a2, ..., a34}.

B
Complementary set of the 34 area

{b1, b2, ..., b34}, bi represents the union set
of {a1, a2, ..., ai−1, ai+1, ..., a34}.

|ai|, |bi| The number of users in set ai, bi.

TagA(x, i) The frequency of tag x in ai’s tag list.

TagB(x, i) The frequency of tag x in bi’s tag list.

TEx,k The tag entropy of tag x in ak.

The formulations to calculate tag entropy of tag x in ak are as following:

Px,i =

{
TagAx,i

|ai| x in ai

1
|ai| x not in ai

(4− 1)

Qx,i =

{
TagBx,i

|bi| x in bi

1
|bi| x not in bi

(4− 2)

TEx,k = Px,k ∗ log(
Px,k

Qx,k
) (4− 3)

We can get the tag entropy of each tag in different user groups. In our app-
roach, we use the top N tags in TEx,k value as the characteristic tag of each
province/city, and we ignore the order of the top N tags.

With the method introduced above, we get the characteristic tags of each
province/city of China. For example, the top five characteristic tags of Qinghai
province is: Qinghai Lake, Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, The Origin Of Three Rivers,
Tibetan, Xia Du (an alias of Xining.); The result of Qinghai is consistent with
generally acknowledged. However, in fact, it’s challenging to evaluate the result of
province/city characteristic tags extracted by the experiments directly, because
the impression of an area is usually based on people’s background. So we pro-
posed a labeling task to evaluate the results.

4.2 Evaluation and Analysis

We design a labeling task to evaluate the results: We choose the top 20 tag
entropy tags and 180 tags selected by using the method of multistage stratified
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sampling in the province’s tag list. So that each province/city has 200 tags.
Then, the 200 tags of each province/city will be evaluated whether the tag
is a characteristic tag of the province/city with 3 level labeling: “Relevant”,
“partially relevant” or “irrelevant”. Each tag is labeled by three users and the
labeling of the tag is depended on the majority opinion. If the labels of a tag
given by the three annotators are different with each other, this tag will be
labeled as “partially relevant”.

The labeling task is released on Zhongbao crowdsourcing platform. In order
to compare the differences between raw province’s tag list and province’s tag
list after the basics tag filtering, we calculate the precision, recall, F1-Measure
on the two data sets by considering top k characteristic tag result as the right
answer. In evaluation, we attempt two method: One is regarding the tags labeled
with “relevant” as characteristic tags, the other one is regarding the tags labeled
with “relevant” or “partially relevant” as characteristic tags. Table 4 shows the
results of the evaluation.

Table 4. “relevant” and “relevant & partially relevant” label counts

Result
Raw data Filtered data

Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1

Relevant
Top5 10.85% 44.12% 17.42% 11.43% 46.47% 18.35%
Top10 23.44% 47.65% 31.42% 23.88% 48.53% 32.01%
Top20 47.90% 48.68% 48.29% 48.34% 49.12% 48.73%

Relevant &
Partially Relevant

Top5 11.79% 89.41% 20.83% 12.10% 91.76% 21.38%
Top10 23.12% 87.65% 36.59% 23.27% 88.24% 36.83%
Top20 45.31% 85.88% 59.32% 45.85% 86.91% 60.03%

We find that the performance on filtered data is better than raw data in
Table 4, which indicates that after tag filtering, we can get better results. For
the reason that only considering “relevant” tag is more strict than using both
“relevant” and “partially relevant”, the recall is obviously lower than the latter.
The precision of the data increases with the increment of k, as the right answer
set is expanded with the increment of k.

The highest precision, 48.34% , is achieved in “relevant” tags with top 20 on
filtered data. The highest recall, 91.76%, is found in “relevant” and “partially
relevant” tags with top 5 on filtered data. For the reason that the value of k
restricts the precision and recall, the highest F1 only achieved in 60.03% with
Top 20 “relevant” and “partially relevant” tags on filtered data.

In this part, we use tag entropy to conduct city profiling with mass appeal
experiments. Our labeling task shows that tag taxonomy is useful in area profil-
ing, which helps get better results.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented our work in user tags on Weibo. Firstly, we showed
that tags in user profile indicate three different kinds of information: basics,
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interests and specialty of a person. We introduced our analysis about user tags
in Section 2.1. With the help of search engine, we proposed a novel user tag
feature extraction method. We conduct experiments to classify the user tags
into different types with Decision Tree. The classification results show that the
statistic and syntax features we extracted are effective.

Furthermore, we find that valuable information can be discovered with the
basics and interests user tags. We present some interesting findings in Section 3
and Section 4: User profiling with different generations and area profiling with
mass appeal. In user profiling with different generations, we take both user age
and user interests into consideration. The result shows the interests distribution
of users in different generations in using interests user tags. In area profiling
with mass appeal, we proposed a method to extract area characteristic tags
with tag entropy. Furthermore, we designed a labeling task to verify that if the
tag classification is helpful. In fact, we find many valuable information behind
the user tags by considering the basics and interests at the same time. We believe
that valuable information can be found in other platforms. Not only user tags
can be classified into different types, tags in other platforms indicate different
information. But in other platforms, the taxonomy of tags may be different.

Future work include user basics, interests and specialties finding with the
combination of the implicit user information in Weibo content, the explicit infor-
mation behind hashtags and user tag information. Moreover, besides profiling
users with generation and area basics, further profiling work in users with other
basics, such as status and personality, will be conducted.
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